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Abstract. In Philosophical Logic, the Liar Paradox has been used to motivate the introduction of both
truth value gaps and truth value gluts. Moreover, in the light of “revenge Liar” arguments, also higher-
order combinations of generalized truth values have been suggested to account for so-called hyper-
contradictions. In the present paper, Graham Priest’s treatment of generalized truth values is scrutinized
and compared with another strategy of generalizing the set of classical truth values and defining an
entailment relation on the resulting sets of higher-order values. This method is based on the concept
of a multilattice. If the method is applied to the set of truth values of Belnap’s “useful four-valued
logic”, one obtains a trilattice, and, more generally, structures here called Belnap-trilattices. As in
Priest’s case, it is shown that the generalized truth values motivated by hyper-contradictions have no
effect on the logic. Whereas Priest’s construction in terms of designated truth values always results in
his Logic of Paradox, the present construction in terms of truth and falsity orderings always results in
First Degree Entailment. However, it is observed that applying the multilattice-approach to Priest’s
initial set of truth values leads to an interesting algebraic structure of a “bi-and-a-half” lattice which
determines seven-valued logics different from Priest’s Logic of Paradox.
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1. Priest on Hyper-Contradictions

In Priest (1984), Graham Priest argues in favor of generalizing the semantics of his
Logic of Paradox presented in Priest (1979). According to Priest (1984, p. 237),
“[t]here is growing evidence that the logical paradoxes (and perhaps some other
kinds of assertions) are both true and false”, and since he claims that “a sentence
must have some value at least”, Priest’s preferred set of truth values is 3 = {F, T, B}.
F and T mean “is false only” and “is true only”, respectively, whereas B is to be
understood as “is both true and false”. The elements from 3 can be represented as
the nonempty subsets of the set of classical truth values T (Truth) and F (Falsehood).
Thus, T = {T }, F = {F} and B = {F, T }.

Priest suggests considering “higher-order” combinations of truth values from
3 and beyond. The motivation for this is a “revenge Liar” argument, leading to
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so-called “impossible values” or hyper-contradictions (Priest, 1984, p. 239). We
here present a slightly modified version:

Consider the sentence: (∗) This sentence is false only. Against the background of
3, (∗) is either (i) true only, (ii) false only, or (iii) both true and false. (i): If (∗) is
true only, what (∗) says is true and hence the sentence is true only and false only.
In other words, (∗) takes the impossible value B = {{F}, {T }}1 not available in
3. (ii): If (∗) is false only, what (∗) says is not true, and thus the sentence is either
true only or both true and false. Hence (∗) is either false only and true only, or it
is false only and both true and false. That is, (∗) takes the impossible value B or
the impossible value {{F}, B}. (iii): Suppose (∗) is both true and false. Then in
particular it is true, and thus takes the impossible value {{F}, B}.

Incidentally, it is well-known that another version of 3, namely the set 3′ =
{F, T, N} (the set of truth values of Kleene’s three-valued logics), where N stands
for “unknown”, or “is neither true nor false” (=∅, a “truth value gap”) also gives
rise to a revenge Liar:

Consider the sentence: (∗∗) This sentence is false2 or neither true nor false.
Against the background of 3′, (∗∗) is either (i) true, (ii) false, or (iii) neither
true nor false. (i): If (∗∗) is true, we have to consider two cases. If (∗∗) is false,
(∗∗) takes the impossible value B; if (∗∗) is neither true nor false, it takes the
impossible value {N, {T }}. (ii): If (∗∗) is false, what (∗∗) says is not the case.
Hence the sentence is true and takes the impossible value B. (iii): Suppose (∗∗)
is neither true nor false. Then in particular it is not true, and hence, (∗∗) takes the
impossible value {N, {T}}.

While according to Priest, a sentence always takes at least some value, and the
paradoxes reveal that some sentences are both true and false, according to Simmons
(2002, p. 119), “[t]he claim that Liar sentences are gappy seems natural enough –
after all, the assumption that they are true or false leads to a contradiction.”

In any case, both (∗) and (∗∗) show that admittedly the only way to
escape the revenge Liar is to introduce higher-order truth values such as
{{F}, {T }}, {{T }, {F, T }} and so on. To do so, Priest defines for any nonempty
set of truth values Sn the corresponding higher-order set Sn+1 as follows: Sn+1 =
P(Sn) \ {∅} for all n ∈ ω, where S0 is just the set 2 of classical truth values
(= {F, T }). Then he introduces the following definition for evaluating compound
formulas on each level:

1 Notice the difference between B and B!
2 In the absence of B we can well refer to the values {F} and {T } just as “false” and “true”,

respectively.
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DEFINITION 1. Given the classical truth value functions ∧0, ∨0, ∼0 on S0:

1. x ∧n+1 y = {z : ∃x ′ ∈ x∃y′ ∈ y(z = x ′ ∧n y′)};
2. x ∨n+1 y = {z : ∃x ′ ∈ x∃y′ ∈ y(z = x ′ ∨n y′)};
3. ∼n+1 x = {z : ∃x ′ ∈ x(z = ∼n x ′)}.

Next, Priest defines the map σ (x) = {x} and shows that σ is an isomorphism
between any Sn and σ [Sn] (= {σ (x)|x ∈ Sn}). In virtue of this fact Priest identi-
fies Sn with σ [Sn], ∧n with ∧n+1 restricted to σ [Sn], etc. He then defines the set
S = ⋃

n Sn and introduces on S generalized logical operators ∧, ∨ and ¬ in an
analogous way (so that, e.g., ∧ = ⋃

n ∧n , etc.). Finally he singles out the set of
designated values D so that a value is designated just if it contains T at some depth
of membership. This allows him to define a relation of logical consequence in the
usual way, by introducing valuation functions v from the sentences of the language
under consideration into S.

DEFINITION 2. � |= A iff ∀v: ∃B ∈ � v(B) /∈ D, or v(A) ∈ D.

The main result of Priest (1984) is that |= in fact coincides with the consequence
relation of Priest’s Logic of Paradox from Priest (1979), i.e. |= = |=1. That is, Priest
tells us, “hyper-contradictions make no difference: the first contradiction {1, 0} of
S1 changes the consequence relation . . . Subsequent contradictions have no effect”
(Priest, 1984, p. 241).

Jain (1997) extends the result by Priest in that she does not collect the Sn together
to form the set S, but keeps each Sn distinct, and defines semantic consequence
relations |=n for every n accordingly. Then she shows that if we define the sets
Dn of designated values following Priest’s definition (a truth value is designated
just in case T occurs in it somewhere), the following holds: for each n, |=n = |=1.
However, as Jain points out, this result (as well as the result by Priest) holds only
relative to the given choice of designated elements and a different choice would
have produced different results. Thus, the coincidence with the Logic of Paradox
does not necessarily mean that there is something “special” about S1. Rather it
indicates that there is something special about the choice of designated values in
each case.

But what should be the criteria for choosing the set of designated truth values?
Is it a completely arbitrary (subjective) procedure, or can we provide some theo-
retical framework which would determine the choice? And, more generally, what
are the relationships between (changes of) the set of designated truth values and
the relation of logical entailment? It is well-known, for example, that the differ-
ence between Kleene’s three-valued logic and Priest’s Logic of Paradox can be
described as a different choice of designated values. Whereas in Kleene’s logic T
is designated, in Priest’s logic the values T and B are designated, see, for instance,
Priest (2001).
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Instead of specifying a set of designated values and defining entailment as the
preservation of possessing a designated value, entailment may also be defined from a
given partial order ≤ on the (non-empty) set of truth values by setting: A |= B iff for
every valuation v, v(A) ≤ v(B).3 Given a set D of designated truth values, a partial
order ≤D may be defined by requiring that x ≤D y iff (x ∈ D ⇒ y ∈ D). It seems
that for a given partial order ≤, there is no canonical way of defining a set D≤ of
designated values such that the entailment relations coming with≤ and D≤ coincide.
The approach to entailment based on a partial order appears to be more general
than the approach based on designated values. In the next section, we shall consider
entailment relations induced by certain partial orderings of generalized truth values.

2. Generalized Truth Values and Multilattices: Computers and Computer
Networks

The set 3 of truth values of Priest’s Logic of Paradox is usually regarded as constitut-
ing a substructure of the set of truth values of a “useful four-valued logic” introduced
by Belnap (1977). Belnap’s logic admits both truth value gaps and gluts. It rests
essentially upon a strategy of semantic analysis elaborated by J. Michael Dunn (see
Dunn (1966, 1976, 1999, 2000)), according to which a sentence can rationally be
considered to be not just true or just false, but also neither true nor false as well as
both true and false. Belnap explicated these “non-standard” valuations by suggest-
ing an interesting interpretation of a truth value as information that “has been told to
a computer” and arrived in this way at the following four generalized truth values:4

N = {} – none (“told neither falsity nor truth”);
F = {F} – “plain” falsehood (“told only falsity”);
T = {T } – “plain” truth (“told only truth”);
B = {F ,T} – both falsehood and truth (“told both falsity and truth”).

The idea behind this interpretation is that a computer can obtain data from a
variety of (maybe, independent) sources. And these sources may well contradict
one another (i.e., submit inconsistent information) concerning some fact, or give
no information at all.

Ginsberg (1986, 1988) noticed that Belnap’s four truth values form an interesting
algebraic structure which he called a bilattice. Roughly speaking, a bilattice is a
non-empty set with two partial orderings, each constituting its own lattice on this
set. The bilattice based on the set 4 = {N, F, T, B}, which we will call FOUR2,
is presented by a double Hasse diagram in Figure 1. This diagram is placed into a

3 See Footnote 5.
4 Generalized truth values can be defined as arguments of a generalized truth value function which

is a function from sentences into subsets of some basic set of truth values (see Shramko and Wansing
(2005)). Thus, Belnap’s four-valued logic emerges as a certain generalization of classical logic with
its two Fregean truth values – T (the True) and F (the False).
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Figure 1. Bilattice FOUR2.

two-dimensional coordinate plane, where the horizontal axis stands for a truth order
(≤t , also called “logical order”) and the vertical axis stands for an information order
(≤i , sometimes also called “knowledge order” – a bit misleadingly, as we believe).
These orderings are supposed to represent, respectively, an increase in truth and
information, i.e., x ≤t y means that y is “at least as true” as x, and x ≤i y means
that y is “at least as informative” as x.

Note that the logical order determines in FOUR2 (the properties of) the logical
connectives as well as the relation of entailment. Namely, the lattice operations
of meet and join under this order are just logical conjunction and disjunction. The
inversion of≤t represents a certain kind of negation. Further, letv4 (a 4-valuation) be
a map from the set of propositional variables into 4, and let this valuation be extended
to compound formulas in the usual way (cf. Definition 7 below). Then we have:

DEFINITION 3. A |=4 B iff ∀v4(v4(A) ≤t v4(B)).

It is worth noticing that, as compared with Definition 2, this definition reflects
a different strategy of specifying an entailment relation by explicitly employing
a logical order instead of a set of designated truth values. This relation can be
axiomatized by the consequence system of “tautological entailments” E f de from
Anderson and Belnap (1975, Section 15.2) (also called First Degree Entailment).5

One can observe that the interpretation in terms of information passed to a
computer works perfectly well if we deal with one (isolated) computer. Moreover,

5 Note that Definition 3 introduces a relation between (single) formulas. The most suitable ax-
iomatization of such kind of relation is by means of a consequence system (such as E f de). It is not
difficult to extend the definition of entailment to arbitrary sets of formulas, e.g., as follows: � |=4 � iff
∃A1, . . . , Am ∈ �, ∃B1, . . . , Bn ∈ �(A1 ∧ . . . ∧ Am |=4 B1 ∨ . . . ∨ Bn). For the sake of simplicity
we will deal throughout this paper with single formulas rather than sets. Note, moreover, that the
entailment relation of First Degree Entailment can also be defined as the preservation of possessing
designated truth values, if negation is interpreted by the function that maps T to F, F to T, B to B, and
N to N. The designated values are T and B, cf. Priest (2001, Chapter 8). This function is a t-inversion
on FOUR2 in the sense of Definition 6 below.
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Figure 2. A Computer Network.

it presupposes that Belnap’s computer receives information from classical sources,
i.e., these sources are guided by classical logic (they can operate exclusively with
the classical truth values). But this latter presupposition alone is already a rather
strong idealization. Besides this, it is quite rare nowadays for a computer to stay
completely isolated and not being from time to time connected to other computers
(even indirectly, e.g., by means of disc exchanges).6 But what will happen when
several computers form a computer network? In this case the interpretation proposed
by Belnap appears to be insufficient.

More specifically, let us have four Belnap computers, i.e., computers each
reasoning in accordance with Belnap’s four-valued logic: C1, C2, C3 and C4
connected to some central computer (C ′

1), a server, to which they are supposed to
supply information (Figure 2).7 It is fairly clear that the logic of the server itself
(so, the network as a whole) cannot remain four-valued any more. Indeed, let one
of the computers (say, C1) inform the server that a sentence is true only (has the
truth value T), whereas another computer (C2) supplies inconsistent information
(the sentence is both true and false, i.e., has the truth value B). Which value should
the server ascribe to this sentence in such a case, provided there are no additional
reasons to trust one of the computers more than the other? On the one hand,
it might seem that one should accept the information coming from C1 (at least
C1 does not contradict itself and behaves apparently consistently). A minute of
reflection shows, however, that a consistent behavior does not obligatorily prevent
us (and the computer) from a possible mistake. Suppose that the given sentence is
in fact false. Further, let it be only computer C2 that has been informed about this
fact. Moreover, suppose there is another (independent) source of information that

6 There were of course much more isolated computers in the mid 70ies when Belnap wrote his
seminal papers.

7 It is not crucial for our example to have exactly four Belnap computers, there can well be more
of them, or fewer. Even one would be enough. The main point is that it should be connected to some
“higher” computer.
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misleadingly tells both computers (C1 and C2) that the sentence is true. It would
be, of course, a miscalculation to ignore the information from C2 and to ascribe to
the sentence the value T, relying thus only on C1.

On the other hand, it would be obviously incorrect just to ascribe to the sentence
the value B, say, under the pretence that because both computers have informed the
server about the truth of the sentence a reduplication of truth would be superfluous.
In this case an important information would be lost, saying that at least one of
the computers knows nothing about the falsity of the sentence. The claim that a
sentence is both true and false is not just a simple extension of the claim that it is
true only (i.e., true and not false).

For an adequate explication of this situation one should leave behind four-valued
logic and to go up one lever higher, by bringing into play more complex truth values
such as TB. Informally one can interpret this new truth value as “the computer server
has received information that the sentence simultaneously is true only as well as
both true and false”.

Thus, if we imagine the situation when the server has been simultaneously
“told” that a sentence is true-only (C1), false-only (C2), both-true-and-false (C3)
and neither-true-nor-false (C4), then NFTB appears to be not a “madness” (cf.
Meyer (1978, p. 19)) but just a suitable truth value which should be ascribed to
the sentence. That is, the logic of server C ′

1 has to be 16-valued. And if we wish
to extend our network and to connect our server to some “higher” computer (C ′′

1 ),
then the amount of truth values will increase to 216 = 65536.

To handle this situation theoretically we have generalized in Shramko and
Wansing (2005) the notion of a bilattice by introducing the notion of a multilattice,
which appears to be an effective tool for investigating generalized truth values of
any “degree”.
DEFINITION 4. An n-dimensional multilattice (or simply n-lattice) is a struc-
ture Mn = (S, ≤1, . . . , ≤n) such that S is a non-empty set and ≤1, . . . , ≤n are
partial orders defined on S such that (S, ≤1), . . . , (S, ≤n) are all distinct lattices.

In particular, in the mentioned paper we continue Belnap’s generalization pro-
cess and consider the following set of generalized truth values 16 = P(4) :

1. N = ∅ 9. FT = {{F}, {T }}
2. N = {∅} 10. FB = {{F}, {F, T }}
3. F = {{F}} 11. TB = {{T }}, {F, T }}
4. T = {{T }} 12. NFT = {∅, {F}, {T }}
5. B = {{F, T }} 13. NFB = {∅, {F}, {F, T }}
6. NF = {∅, {F}} 14. NTB = {∅, {T }, {F, T }}
7. NT = {∅, {T }} 15. FTB = {{F}, {T }, {F, T }}
8. NB = {∅, {F, T }} 16. A = {∅, {T }, {F}, {F, T }}.

As we have argued above, the elements from 16 enjoy a very natural intu-
itive interpretation obtained by an adaptation (and in fact extension) of Belnap’s
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“informational” understanding of the elements from 4 to the logics of computer
networks (see also Shramko and Wansing (2005)). Moreover, one can define on 16
an information, a truth, and a falsity ordering as follows:

DEFINITION 5. For every x , y in 16:

1. x ≤i y iff x ⊆ y;
2. x ≤t y iff xt ⊆ yt and y−t ⊆ x−t ,

where xt := {y ∈ x |T ∈ y} and x−t := {y ∈ x |T /∈ y};
3. x ≤ f y iff x f ⊆ y f and y− f ⊆ x− f ,

where x f := {y ∈ x |F ∈ y} and x− f := {y ∈ x |F /∈ y}.

In this way the algebraic structure of 16 comes out as a trilattice SIXTEEN3
(cf. Shramko et al. (2001)) which is presented by a triple Hasse diagram in
Figure 3. Clearly, meets and joins exist in SIXTEEN3 for all three partial orders.
We use � and � with the appropriate subscripts for these operations under the
corresponding ordering relations. SIXTEEN3 appears then as the structure (16,
�i , �i , �t , �t , � f , � f ).

Note that whereas in FOUR2 the logical order is not merely a truth order, but
rather a truth-and-falsity order (an increase in truth means here a simultaneous
decrease in falsity), SIXTEEN3 makes it possible to discriminate between a truth
order and a (non-)falsity order. This means that in SIXTEEN3, except for the
information order, we have actually two distinct logical orders – one for truth and
one for falsity. Both of these logical orderings determine their own logic, which
are dual to each other.

Figure 3. Trilattice SIXTEEN3 (projection t − f ).
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More specifically, the lattice operations of meet and join under each logical
order determine their own pair of logical conjunction and disjunction. As to nega-
tion, it seems quite natural to assume that some partial order ≤x in a given lat-
tice determines the corresponding object language negation operator (∼x ) exactly
when ≤x is associated with a one-place lattice operation (−x ) of “period two”
which basically inverts this order. However, in a multilattice with several par-
tial orders the situation can be more intricate: the operation under consideration
should not only invert the corresponding ordering, but also preserve all the other
orders.

DEFINITION 6. Let Mn = (S, ≤1, . . . , ≤n) be a multilattice and 1 ≤ j ≤ n.
Then a unary operation − j on S is said to be a (pure) j-inversion iff the following
conditions are satisfied:

(iso) x ≤1 y ⇒ − j x ≤1 − j y;
...

(anti) x ≤ j y ⇒ − j y ≤ j − j x ;
...

(iso) x ≤n y ⇒ − j x ≤n − j y;
(per2) − j − j x = x .

Moreover, for certain orderings it could be useful to consider combined inversion
operations, so that, e.g., 23-inversion would invert simultaneously both ≤2 and ≤3,
leaving the other partial orders untouched.

Condition (anti) from Definition 6 means that − j is antitone with respect to ≤ j ,
whereas the last condition is just the period two property. Both conditions deter-
mine on a given multilattice a dual automorphism for ≤ j , i.e., the property x ≤ j y
iff − j y ≤ j− j x . Birkhoff (1967) calls a dual automorphism of period 2 involution.
However, nowadays it is more customary to call an involution just any operator of
period 2. Dunn in Anderson and Belnap (1975, p. 193) calls an operation satisfying
the conditions (anti) and (per2) from Definition 6 intensional complementation and
remarks that it is not in general a Boolean complementation. In Dunn and Hardegree
(2001, Section 3.13) more generally various kinds of non-classical complementa-
tion are considered by introducing various conditions for these operations. In a
multilattice-framework, though, it is important that any inversion defined relative
to some partial order not only is antitone with respect to this very order but also
isotone with respect to all the remaining orderings.

Note that Definition 6 is a sort of a “frame-definition” which only sets up the
basic conditions for some operation provided this operation in fact exists. By itself
this definition does not guarantee the existence of a corresponding operation in
every case (for a given structure). In SIXTEEN3 operations of (pure) t-, f - and
i-inversion can be defined as presented in Table I .
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Table I. Inversions in SIXTEEN3

a −t a − f a −i a a −ta − f a −ia

N N N A NB FT FT FT
N T F NFT FB FB NT FB
F B N NFB TB NF TB TB
T N B NTB NFT NTB NFB N
B F T FTB NFB FTB NFT F
NF TB NF NF NTB NFT FTB T
NT NT FB NT FTB NFB NTB B
FT NB NB NB A A A N

We next assume an infinite set of propositional variables and consider languages
Lt ,L f , and Lt f syntactically defined in Backus-Naur form as follows:

Lt : A ::= p| ∼t | ∧t |∨t
L f : A ::= p| ∼ f | ∧ f |∨ f
Lt f : A ::= p| ∼t | ∼ f | ∧t | ∨t | ∧ f |∨ f

Then, we introduce a valuation function v16 (a 16-valuation) as a map from the
set of propositional variables into SIXTEEN3, and define:

DEFINITION 7. For any A and B ∈ Lt f :

1. v16(A ∧t B) = v16(A) �t v16(B); 4. v16(A ∧ f B) = v16(A) � f v16(B);
2. v16(A ∧t B) = v16(A) �t v16(B); 5. v16(A ∨ f B) = v16(A) � f v16(B);
3. v16(∼t A) = −tv

16(A); 6. v16(∼ f A) = − f v
16(A).

Finally, for each logical order we formulate independent entailment relations
between any sentences A, B ∈ Lt f :

DEFINITION 8. A �16
t B iff ∀v16(v16(A) ≤t v16(B)).

DEFINITION 9. A �16
f B iff ∀v16(v16(B) ≤ f v16(A)).

We have investigated certain important fragments of these logics in Shramko and
Wansing (2005). In particular, we have shown that the logics generated separately
by the algebraic operations under the truth order and under the falsity order in
SIXTEEN3 coincide with the logic of FOUR2, namely it remains First Degree
Entailment. In the next section we extend this result to the infinite case and show
that Belnap’s strategy of generalizing the set 2 = {T, F} of classical truth values not
only is coherent but stabilizes. At any stage, no matter how far it goes, the logic of
the truth (falsity) order is again First Degree Entailment. This observation parallels
Priest’s result: once contradictions are admitted, there is a sense in which hyper-
contradictions make no difference (provided we stay within a chosen language).
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3. First Degree Everywhere

Let X be a basic set of truth values, P1(X ) := P(X ) and Pn(X ) := P(Pn−1(X )) for
1 < n, n ∈ ω. We obtain an infinite collection of sets of generalized truth values by
considering the setsPn(4). As the starting point of our construction we choosePn(4)
and notPn(2), because the truth-order in FOUR2 is not just a truth order but rather a
truth-and-falsity order. The information ordering ≤i on any set of generalized truth
values is just the subset relation. In order to define a truth ordering ≤t on Pn(4),
we define for every x ∈ Pn(4) the set xt of its ‘truth-containing’ elements and the
set x−t of its ‘truthless’ elements:8

xt := {y0 ∈ x | (∃y1 ∈ y0) (∃y2 ∈ y1) . . . (∃yn−1 ∈ yn−2)T ∈ yn−1}
x−t := {y0 ∈ x |¬(∃y1 ∈ y0) (∃y2 ∈ y1) . . . (∃yn−1 ∈ yn−2) T ∈ yn−1}

To define a falsity ordering ≤ f on Pn(4), we define for every x ∈ Pn(4) the set
x f of its ‘falsity-containing’ elements and the set x− f of its ‘falsityless’ elements
analogously:

x f := {y0 ∈ x |(∃y1 ∈ y0) (∃y2 ∈ y1) . . . (∃yn−1 ∈ yn−2)F ∈ yn−1}
x− f := {y0 ∈ x |¬(∃y1 ∈ y0) (∃y2 ∈ y1) . . . (∃yn−1 ∈ yn−2)F ∈ yn−1}

Thus, x−t = x\xt and x− f = x\x f . We call x t-positive (t-negative, f -positive,
f -negative) iff xt (x−t , x f , x− f ) is non-empty. We denote by Pn(4)t

(Pn(4)−t ,Pn(4) f ,Pn(4)− f ) the set of all t-positive (t-negative, f -positive,
f -negative) elements of Pn(4).

Now all three partial orders can be introduced for any Pn(4) by means of
Definition 5 suitably modified (i.e., with xt , x−t , x f and x− f redefined as above).

DEFINITION 10. A Belnap-trilattice is a structure

Mn
3 := (Pn(4), �i , �i , �t , �t , � f , � f ) ,

where �i (�t , � f ) is the lattice meet and �i (�t , � f ) is the lattice join with respect
to the ordering ≤i (≤t , ≤ f ) on Pn(4).

Thus, SIXTEEN3 (= M 1
3 ) is the smallest Belnap-trilattice.

Further, having some Belnap-trilattice we may wish to equip it with appropriate
operations of inversion in accordance with Definition 6. Table I from Section 2 de-
fines t-inversion and f -inversion for SIXTEEN3. The following theorem guarantees
the existence of such operations for any Belnap-trilattice.

8 The definitions of xt , x−t , x f and x− f below generalize the corresponding definitions from
Section 2 (Definition 5). Note that this generalization differs from the definitions proposed in Shramko
and Wansing (2005, Section 7).
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THEOREM 11. For any Belnap-trilattice Mn
3 there exist t-inversions and f-

inversions on Pn(4).
Proof. For any Mn

3 we can define an operation of t-inversion in a canonical
way as follows. Let x ∈ Pn(4). If x is empty, we define −t x = x . If x �= ∅, we
define −t x by considering the elements y ∈ x . Every y ∈ x contains at some depth
of nesting elements from 4, i.e., ∅, {T }, {F}, or {T, F}. We replace these elements
according to the following instruction:

∅ is replaced by {T }
{T } is replaced by ∅
{F} is replaced by {F, T }

{F, T } is replaced by {F}

EXAMPLE. If x is the value {{∅, {F}, {F, T }}, {{T }, {F, T }}}, then −t x =
{{{T }, {F, T }, {F}}, {∅, {F}}}.

In other words, for every element of 4 in Pn(4), −t introduces the classical
T, where it is absent, and excludes T from where it is present. Obviously, this
definition of −t x preserves the information order ≤i , since x and −t x have the
same cardinality. The falsity ordering ≤ f is preserved, too, because the inclusion
or exclusion of T has no effect on the presence or absence of F. And clearly, the
truth ordering ≤t is inverted by definition, as well as −t −t x = x .

The canonical definition of an f -inversion is analogous. Let again x ∈ Pn(4). If
x is empty, we define − f x = x . If x �= ∅, every y ∈ x contains at some depth of
nesting elements from 4. We replace these elements according to the following rule:

∅ is replaced by {F}
{T } is replaced by {F, T }
{F} is replaced by ∅

{F, T } is replaced by {T }

and observe that − f so defined satisfies the conditions required by Definition 6. �

Thus, in what follows we can without loss of generality consider Belnap-
trilattices with t-inversions and f -inversions.

Clearly, the lattice top 1t of Mn
3 with respect to the truth order ≤t (the lattice top

1 f with respect to the the falsity order ≤ f ) is Pn−1(4)t (Pn−1(4) f ), and the lattice
bottom 0t with respect to ≤t (0 f with respect to ≤ f ) is Pn−1(4)−t (Pn−1(4)− f ).
Since 0t ≤t −t 1t and since 0t ≤t −t 1t iff 1t ≤t −t 0t , 1t = −t 0t . Moreover,
0t = −t 1t , 1 f = − f 0 f , and 0 f = − f 1 f . Note that any operation −t (− f ) satisfying
the conditions of Definition 6 satisfies the DeMorgan laws with respect to �t and
�t (� f and � f ).
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LEMMA 12. (a) Suppose, x is t-positive. Then

1. x ∈ (y �t z) iff (x ∈ y and x ∈ z) and
2. x ∈ (y �t z) iff (x ∈ y or x ∈ z).

(b) Suppose, x is t-negative. Then

1. x ∈ (y �t z) iff (x ∈ y or x ∈ z) and
2. x ∈ (y �t z) iff (x ∈ y and x ∈ z).

Proof. (a) 1. ⇒: Obvious from the definition of meets and ≤t . ⇐: Suppose x ∈
y, x ∈ z, but x /∈ (y �t z). Let X := y−t ∪ z−t . Then {x}∪ X ≤t y and {x}∪X ≤t z,
but {x} ∪ X �≤t (y �t z), implying that y �t z is not the greatest lower bound. (a)
2. ⇒: Obvious from the definition of joins and ≤t . ⇒: Suppose x ∈ (y �t z) and
x /∈ y, x /∈ z. Then y ≤t (y ∪ z)t and z ≤t (y ∪ z)t , but (y �t z) �≤t (y ∪ z)t , implying
that (y �t z) is not the least upper bound. (b) 1. ⇐: Obvious from the definition of
meets and ≤t . ⇒: Suppose x ∈ (y �t z) and x /∈ y, x /∈ z. Then (y ∪ z)−t ≤t y and
(y ∪ z)−t ≤t z, but (y ∪ z)−t �≤ (y �t z) (since (y �t z)−t � (y ∪ z)−t−t = (y ∪ z)−t ),
implying that (y �t z) is not the greatest lower bound. (b) 2. ⇒: Obvious from the
definition of joins and ≤t . ⇐: Suppose x ∈ y, x ∈ z, but x /∈ (y �t z). Define now
X := yt ∪ zt . Then y ≤t {x} ∪ X, z ≤t {x} ∪ X , and (y �t z) �≤t {x} ∪ X , from
which it follows that (y �t z) is not the least upper bound. �

LEMMA 13. For any Pn(4):

(1) x−t �= ∅ iff (−t x)t �= ∅. (2) xt �= ∅ iff (−t x)−t �= ∅ .

Proof. First, we observe that −t∅ = ∅. This holds, because ∅ ⊆ −t∅ iff
∅ ≤i −t∅ iff −t∅ ≤i −t −t ∅ (from left to right directly by condition (iso)
Definition 6; from right to left by (iso) and (per2) the same definition) iff −t∅ ≤i ∅
iff −t∅ ⊆ ∅. (1) ⇒: Suppose y ∈ x−t but (−t x)t = ∅. Then −t x ≤t (−t x)t . Since
(−t x)t = ∅ = −t∅, we have −t x ≤t −t∅ and thus ∅ ≤t x , a contradiction with
y ∈ x−t . ⇐: Suppose y ∈ (−t x)t but x−t = ∅. Then ∅ ≤t x and hence −t x ≤t ∅,
a contradiction with y ∈ (−t x)t . (2) ⇒: Suppose y ∈ xt but (−t x)−t = ∅. Then
(−t x)−t ≤t −t x . Therefore x ≤t ∅, a contradiction with y ∈ xt . ⇐: Suppose
y ∈ (−t x)−t but xt = ∅. Then x ≤t −t∅ and hence ∅ ≤t −t x , a contradiction
with y ∈ (−t x)−t . �

Consider again the languages Lt ,L f , and Lt f introduced in Section 2. An n-
valuation is a function vn from the set of propositional variables into Pn(4). We
may employ Definition 7 (with the obvious replacement of v16 by vn) to extend any
n-valuation to an interpretation inPn(4) for arbitrary formulas of the corresponding
languages.
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Now we can generalize Definitions 8 and 9 and define the notions of t-entailment
and f -entailment for any n (for arbitrary formulas A, B from Lt f ):

DEFINITION 14. A |=n
t B iff ∀vn(vn(A) ≤t vn(B)) .

DEFINITION 15. A |=n
f B iff ∀ vn(vn(B) ≤ f vn(A)) .

Our next task will be to axiomatize these notions for the languages Lt and L f
separately.

We shall use the following lemma to show that the syntactic First Degree En-
tailment system is complete with respect to the semantic entailment relation |=n

t ,
provided this relation is restricted to Lt -formulas.

LEMMA 16. The following two statements are equivalent for all A, B ∈ Lt :

(i) ∀vn∀y(y ∈ vn(A)t ⇒ y ∈ vn(B)t );
(i i) ∀vn∀y(y ∈ vn(B)−t ⇒ y ∈ vn(A)−t ) .

Proof. To prove the lemma, we shall construct ‘dual’ valuations from a given
valuation. For every y ∈ Pn−1(4)−t , let gy be a map from Pn−1(4)−t into Pn−1(4)t ,
and for every y in Pn−1(4)t , let fy : Pn−1(4)t → Pn−1(4)−t . In view of Lemma 13,
we may choose gy and fy such that gy(y) ∈ xt iff y ∈ −t x and fy(y) ∈ x−t iff
y ∈ −t x . Given a valuation vn and y in Pn−1(4), we stipulate:

gy(y) ∈ vn∗
y (p) iff y /∈ vn(p)

x ∈ vn∗
y (p) iff fx (x) ∈ vn∗

y (p) if x ∈ Pn−1(4)t and x �= gy(y)
fy(y) ∈ vn∗

y (p) iff y �∈ vn(p)
x ∈ vn∗

y (p) iff gx (x) ∈ vn∗
y (p) if x ∈ Pn−1(4)−t and x �= fy(y)

We must show that vn∗ can be extended to a valuation function for any A ∈ Lt .
For x �= gy(y) and x �= fy(y), the claim follows from the remaining cases.
Case 1: A = (∼t B).

gy(y) ∈ vn∗
y (∼t B) ⇔ gy(y) ∈ −tv

n∗
y (B)

⇔ fgy (y)(gy(y)) ∈ vn∗
y (B)

⇔ gy(y) /∈ vn(B)
⇔ y /∈ −tv

n(B)
⇔ y /∈ vn(∼t B) .

The case for fy(y) is analogous.
Case 2: A = (B ∧t C). We must show that (a) gy(y) ∈ vn∗

y (B ∧t C) iff y /∈
vn(B ∧t C) and (b) fy(y) ∈ vn∗

y (B ∧t C) iff y /∈ vn(B ∧t C). (a) ⇐: Suppose
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gy(y) /∈ vn∗
y (B ∧t C) and y /∈ vn(B ∧t C). Since vn(B)−t ⊆ (vn(B) �t vn(C))−t

and vn(C)−t ⊆ (vn(B) �t vn(C))−t , y /∈ vn(B) and y /∈ vn(C). From Lemma 12
and gy(y) /∈ (vn∗

y (B) �t vn∗
y (C)) it follows that gy(y) /∈ vn∗

y (B) or gy(y) /∈ vn∗
y (C).

Thus y ∈ vn(B) or y ∈ vn(C), a contradiction. ⇒: Use the induction hypothesis
and Lemma 12. (b): analogous.
Case 3: A = (B ∧t C). The proof is similar to the previous case. Now we can
complete the proof of the lemma. (i) ⇒ (ii): Suppose (i) holds and there exists a
t-negative element y and a valuation vn such that (a) y ∈ vn(B) but (b) y /∈ vn(A).
By (a) and the definition of vn∗

y , gy(y) /∈ v∗n
y (B) and (by (i) and (b)) gy(y) /∈ v∗n

y (B),
a contradiction. (ii) ⇒ (i): analogous. �

COROLLARY 17. For any A, B ∈ Lt :

A |=n
t B iff ∀vn(x ∈ vn(A)t ⇒ x ∈ vn(B)t ) .

Proof. In view of the previous lemma, the claim is equivalent with: for any
A, B ∈ Lt , A |=n

t iff conditions (i) and (ii) of Lemma 16 hold. We have:

A |=n
B iff ∀vn(vn(A) ≤t vn(B))

iff ∀vn(vn(A)t ⊆ v(B)t &vn(B)−t ⊆ vn(A)−t )
iff (i) and (ii) �

The (first degree) consequence relation �t for Lt is defined by the following
axioms and rules:

at 1. A ∧t B �t A
at 2. A ∧t B �t B
at 3. A �t A ∨t B
at 4. B �t A ∨t B
at 5. A ∧t (B ∨t C) �t (A ∧t B) ∨t C
at 6. A �t∼t∼t A
at 7. ∼t∼t A �t A
rt 1. A �t B, B �t C/A �t C
rt 2. A �t B, A �t C/A �t B ∧t C
rt 4. A �t C, B �t C/A ∧t B �t C
rt 4. A �t B/ ∼t B �t∼t A .

We shall refer to this proof system as FDEt
t = (Lt , �t ).

THEOREM 18 (Soundness) For all A, B ∈ Lt , A �t B implies A |=n
t B.
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Proof. We show that for every axiom A �t B, we have ∀vn(vn(A) ≤t vn(B)),
an that this property is preserved by the rules. This is a simple exercise; consider
for example rule rt 4: Suppose vn(A) ≤t vn(B) but vn(∼t B) �≤t vn(∼t A). Then
vn(∼t B) �≤t vn(∼t A) ⇔ −tv

n(∼t A) �≤t −tv
n(∼t B) ⇔ vn(∼t∼t A) �≤t vn(∼t∼t

B) ⇔ vn(A) �≤t vn(B). �

To prove completeness, we construct a simple canonical model. Let a theory be a
set of sentences closed under �t (i.e., for every theory α, if A ∈ α and A �t B, then
B ∈ α) and ∧t (if A ∈ α and B ∈ α, A∧t B ∈ α). A theory α is prime iff the follow-
ing holds: if A ∨t B ∈ α, then A ∈ α or B ∈ α. Then Lindenbaum’s Lemma holds:

LEMMA 19. For any A and B ∈ Lt if A ��t B, then there exists a prime theory α

such that A ∈ α and B /∈ α.

Let α be a prime theory. We define the canonical n-valuations vnτ
y as follows,

using the functions gy and fy from Lemma 16:

gy(y) ∈ vnτ
y (p) iff p ∈ α

x ∈ vnτ
y (p) iff fx (x) ∈ vnτ

y (p) if x ∈ Pn−1(4)t and x �= gy(y)
fy(y) ∈ vnτ

y (p) iff ∼t p ∈ α

x ∈ vnτ
y (p) iff gx (x) ∈ vnτ

y (p) if x ∈ Pn−1(4)−t and x �= fy(y)

LEMMA 20. The canonical n-valuations vnτ can be extended to valuation func-
tions for any A ∈ Lt .

Proof. For x �= gy(y) and x �= fy(y), the claim follows from the remaining
cases.
Case :1 A = (∼t B).

fy(y) ∈ vnτ
y (∼t B) ⇔ fy(y) ∈ −tv

nτ
y (B)

⇔ g fy (y) ( fy(y)) ∈ vnτ
y (B)

⇔ B ∈ α

⇔ ∼t∼t B ∈ α .

The case for gy(y) is analogous.
Case :2 A = (B ∧t C). We must show that (a) gy(y) ∈ vnτ

y (B ∧t C) iff (B ∧t C) ∈ α

and (b) fy(y) ∈ vnτ
y (B ∧t C) iff ∼t (B ∧t C) ∈ α. (b) Assume ∼t (B ∧t C) ∈ α. By

the DeMorgan laws, primeness, and closure under �t , this is the case iff ∼t B ∈ α

or ∼t C ∈ α. By the induction hypothesis, the latter holds iff fy(y) ∈ vnτ B or
fy(y) ∈ vnτ C , which, by Lemma 12, holds iff fy(y)∈(vnτ B �t vnτ C) iff fy(y) ∈
vnτ (B ∧t C). (a): analogous.
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Case :3 A = (B ∨t C). The proof is similar to the previous case. �

THEOREM 21 (Completeness). For all A, B ∈ Lt , A |=n
t B implies A �t B.

Proof. Suppose A |=n
t B but A ��t B. Then there exists a prime theory α such

that A ∈ α but B /∈ α. Then gy(y) ∈ vnτ (A) but gy(y) /∈ vnτ (B) and thus there
exits a valuation vn such that vn(A)t �⊆ vn(B)t . �

We obtain the system FDE f
f = (L f , � f ) by replacing ∧t , ∨t , ∼t and �t in

the axioms and rules of FDEt
t by ∧ f , ∨ f , ∼ f and � f , respectively. The proofs of

consistency and completeness for FDE f
f are, mutatis mutandis, as for FDEt

t . A
theory now is, of course, a set of sentences α closed under � f such that if A ∈ α

and B ∈ α, then A ∧ f B ∈ α. A theory α is prime iff the following holds: if
A ∨ f B ∈ α, then A ∈ α or B ∈ α.

THEOREM 22. For any A, B ∈ L f : A |=n
f B iff A � f B.

4. Seven-Valued Logics

Our informal motivation for introducing 16 in Shramko and Wansing (2005) was an
extension of Belnap’s “computerized” interpretation from one computer to bundles
of interconnected computers (computer networks). When it comes, as in Priest’s
case, to motivating generalized truth values by pointing to impossible truth values
or hyper-contradictions,9 one may notice that we are not forced to choose between
truth value gaps or truth value gluts. In both cases, revenge Liar sentences seem to
speak in favor of generalized truth values. However, it could be an interesting task
to investigate separately a generalization of Priest’s logic and Kleene’s logics along
the line proposed in Shramko and Wansing (2005).

Consider again Definition 1. Unfortunately, Priest does not supply it with a the-
oretical justification except of a short remark that this way of defining propositional
connectives is “obvious” (Priest (1984, p. 237)). However, its apparent obvious-
ness notwithstanding, Definition 1 yet has some vulnerable points. In particular,
it cannot be naturally extended to a construction that would allow the empty set
to enter at every stage. More specifically, if we let Sg

n+1 = P(Sn), then, as Priest
himself mentions, Definition 1 gives the extension of any truth functor accord-
ing to the rule “gap-in, gap-out” (Priest (1984, p. 242)). E.g., for Sg

1 so defined,

9 It is interesting to note that if we talk about “impossible truth values”, all the values from 16
except of N are impossible from the point of view of 4, and at the level of 2, all the values of 4
are impossible, and not only N and B, because no element of 4 belongs to 2. If a sentence is said
to be hyper-contradictory iff necessarily, it takes impossible truth values, and if a sentence is called
contradictory iff necessarily, it takes all the available truth values, then a hyper-contradictory sentence
need not be contradictory. In the classical setting, the impossible value the Liar takes is the set of all
values available at the level of 2. The sentence (∗), however, although necessarily taking a value not
available in 3, not necessarily takes the value FTB. It might just take the value FT.
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∅ ∧1 x = ∅ ∨1 x =∼1 ∅ = ∅. But such an extension of S1 would not be identical
(as one could expect) with FOUR2, where, e.g., N ∧ F amounts to F and not to
N. As Jain (1997, Section 4) points out, this situation is caused by the fact that
Definition 1 treats truth functions in terms of the members of each argument, but
∅ has no members. It means that not only the approach proposed by Priest cannot
naturally be extended to the sets 4, 16, etc., but it also cannot be applied to the set
S′

1 = 3′(= {F, T, N}) taken as the set of truth values of Kleene’s strong three-valued
logic and its possible generalizations.10

This seems to be a rather unwanted outcome of Definition 1, for usually S1 = 3
and S′

1 = 3′ are considered just substructures of Sg
1 = 4 (algebraic and logical

properties of which are determined by FOUR2).
Let us dwell in more detail upon Priest’s S2, which is in effect the set

7 = {F, T, B, FT, FB, TB, FTB}.11 By applying to this set the “multilattice ap-
proach” developed in Shramko and Wansing (2005), it appears that - interestingly
enough - its algebraic structure constitutes what can be called a bi-and-a-half -lattice
SEVEN2.5 (cf. Shramko et al. (2001, p. 783)). We represent this lattice in Figure 4
in two slightly different projections. One can clearly observe here the complete
lattices under ≤t and ≤ f , but the information order fails to form a lattice. Under
≤i we have merely a semilattice with FTB as a top, but with no bottom. However,
SEVEN2.5 can be directly extended to a trilattice EIGHT3 by adding N as a bottom
element for ≤i . The dotted lines in Figure 3 present the result of such an extension.
Note that EIGHT3 is not a Belnap-trilattice. However, both SEVEN2.5 and EIGHT3
are sublattices of SIXTEEN3, and in this respect the relationship between these
multilattices perfectly corresponds to the relationship between their bases.

As in Section 2 we label by means of �t and �t meet and join under ≤t and
by � f and � f the corresponding lattice-operations under ≤ f in SEVEN2.5. If we
now examine Priest’s Definition 1 with regard to its conformity with the algebraic
operations in SEVEN2.5, we can state a slightly “eclectic” nature of the operations
introduced by this definition. Namely, it turns out that, e.g., Priest’s ∧2 behaves
as �t for some elements of 7 and as � f for the others. In particular, we have
T ∧2 B = B = T � f B, but F ∧2 B = F = F �t B. Thus, Definition 1 does not
allow one to discriminate between the truth order and the falsity order. However,
we believe that logical connectives generated separately under the truth order and
the falsity order in SEVEN2.5 deserve special investigation.

But first we need to explore the possibility of introducing a negation operator. It
seems rather natural to do this by means of a suitable inversion operation as intro-
duced by Definition 6. In Section 2 we have formulated concrete definitions for t-,

10 However, this definition apparently reflects the spirit of Kleene’s weak three-valued logic which
assigns the value N to any compound formula in which some part has been assigned N (cf. Fitting (to
appear)).

11 Observe the close resemblance of 7 to Jaina seven-valued logic, where B is usually interpreted
as “non-assertible” (see, e.g., Ganeri (2002)).
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Figure 4. Bi-and-a-half-lattice SEVEN2.5 and trilattice EIGHT3.

f - and i-inversions (Table I) and thus have secured the existence of such operations
in SIXTEEN3. Moreover, Theorem 11 guarantees the existence of t- and f -inversions
for any Belnap trilattice. Unfortunately SEVEN2.5 appears to be not so perfect.

PROPOSITION 23. It is impossible in SEVEN2.5 to define a pure t-inversion.
Proof. Suppose there exists a pure t-inversion satisfying all the conditions from

Definition 6. Then T and FB should be fixed points of such operation, because they
are bottom and top relative to ≤ f and thus any change in their position would result
in changing the falsity order, too.

Now, having T as a fixed point consider elements F and FT. We have both
F ≤t T and FT ≤t T. It is not difficult to see that it is impossible to define
−t F and −t FT to guarantee both −t T ≤t−t F and −t T ≤t−t FT. Indeed, there is
only one candidate left for such value: TB. But then we would be forced to take
simultaneously −t TB = F and −t TB = FT (to secure the “period two” property),
which would be a violation of functionality. �

Analogously it is not difficult to show that there exists no pure f -inversion
in SEVEN2.5. This result may seem rather disappointing as it means a consider-
able complication for introducing negation operators suitable for SEVEN2.5. More
specifically, we cannot apply Definition 6 in full generality, and thus have to find
some other way of defining the notion of negation in our seven-valued logic.12

An obvious way out of this situation is to try to weaken Definition 6 by weaken-
ing (or even giving up) some of its conditions. In the spirit of Dunn and Hardegree
(2001, p. 89) we call a unary operation − j a subminimal j-inversion iff it only

12 Note, incidentally, that Priest’s Definition 1 is of little use in the context of SEVEN2.5, for
according to this definition ∼2 FTB = FTB and ∼2 FT = FT. Then, having FT <t FTB, we get also
∼2 FT <t ∼2 FTB, which surely is unwanted.
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Table II. Inversions in SEVEN2.5

a −ta -fa

F TB F
T T FB
B F T
FT TB FB
FB FB T
TB F TB
FTB FTB FTB

satisfies conditions (anti) and (iso) of Definition 6. That is, a subminimal inversion,
although it reverses the corresponding partial order, is not an involution. Then we
could just vary several conditions in the vicinity of (per2) obtaining thus various
kinds of (non-classical) inversions. E.g., adding to (anti) and (iso) the condition
x ≤ j − j− j x would lead us to a so-called quasiminimal j-inversion etc. (cf. Dunn
and Hardegree (2001, pp. 88–92), Dunn and Zhou (2005); Shramko (2005, p. 361)).
It turns out that a subminimal t-inversion and f -inversion can be defined in SEVEN2.5
as presented in Table II. This gives to our disposal an operation for governing an
object language negation, even if this operation appears to be quite weak. However,
it is surely better to have a weak negation than not to have any negation at all.

Now, having lattice operations of meet, join and subminimal inversion (for both
≤t and ≤t ) consider again language Lt f and its fragments. Valuations v7 and their
extension to compound formulas are introduced in a standard way (see Definition 7),
as well as corresponding entailment relations: |=7

t and |=7
f (see Definitions 14

and 15 suitably modified).13 As a result we get logics (Lt f , |=7
t ) and (Lt f , |=7

f )
(semantically defined) as well as their fragments (e.g. the logic (Lt , |=7

f ) etc.).
Thus, the multilattice-approach has led us to several seven-valued logics each

of which differs essentially from Priest’s Logic of Paradox. We leave the problem
of finding a suitable axiomatization of these new logics for future work.

5. Further Variations

Another interesting topic concerns a similar generalization of Kleene’s (weak and
strong) logics with the base set 3′(= 4\{B}). Taking into account the maxims “gaps
– yes, gluts – no” that Kleene’s logics seem to presuppose, we would have then
several options. First, we could keep forbidden the “first-order glut” (B), but allow
combinations of F and T on the higher levels. The resulting structure would be then
a dual version of SEVEN2.5. Second, we may well disqualify any combination of F

13 Note once again that unlike Priest we do not explicitly make use of any set of designated truth
values but canonically define entailment through a logical order.
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and T and arrive then at the set 6 = {N, N, F, T, NF, NT}. This in turn gives rise
to another interesting algebraic structure SI X2.5. A third possibility would be to
prevent any kind of overdetermined valuations and to get a structure with various
kinds of gaps (side by side with traditional truth and falsehood). It is not quite
clear whether the resulting set 4′ = {N, N, F, T} can lead to any interesting logics
different from Kleene’s.

6. Summary

Revenge Liar arguments can be used to motivate the move from the set 2 of clas-
sical truth values to infinitely many generalized truth values obtained by a suitable
generalization procedure such as the one suggested by Priest. In the present pa-
per we have considered iterated powerset formation applied to 4 and introduced
Belnap-trilattices. These structures give rise to relations of truth entailment and fal-
sity entailment, and our main result is the observation that the logic of truth and the
logic of falsity for every Belnap-trilattice is one and the same, namely First Degree
Entailment. Moreover, our discussion shows that the lattice-based approach signif-
icantly differs from Priest’s construction based on the sets of values P(Sn)\{∅}. In
particular, Priest’s procedure for generalizing 3 cannot naturally be extended to 4
(or be applied to Kleene’s set of truth values 3′ and its possible generalizations).
Moreover, no pure t-inversion or f -inversion can be defined on the lattice structure
of Priest’s set of generalized truth values S2 (= 7). Finally, we have briefly pointed
to further applications of the lattice approach to higher-order truth values.
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